NOTES RELATING TO STREET LIGHTING DESIGN

COLOUR TEMPERATURE: 4000K

Grid 1
Results - Horizontal Illuminance (lux)
Eav= 9.62
Emin= 1.78
Emax= 41.2
Emin/Emax= 0.04
Emin/Eav= 0.19
Emax/Eav= 4.28

Grid 2
Results - Horizontal Illuminance (lux)
Eav= 7.61
Emin= 2.59
Emax= 12.82
Emin/Emax= 0.2
Emin/Eav= 0.34
Emax/Eav= 1.69

LUMINAIRE DATA

Luminaire A
URBIS AXIA 3.1 5267 Integrated lenses   16 OSLON SQUARE GIANT@870mA
Lamp 16 OSLON SQUARE GIANT@870mA NW 70 230V   MF  0.87

Luminaire B
URBIS AXIA 3.1 5267 Integrated lenses   16 OSLON SQUARE GIANT@870mA
Lamp 16 OSLON SQUARE GIANT@870mA NW 70 230V   MF  0.81

Luminaire C
URBIS AXIA 3.1 5267 Integrated lenses   16 OSLON SQUARE GIANT@870mA
Lamp 16 OSLON SQUARE GIANT@870mA NW 70 230V   MF  0.81
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